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NOTE: With the exception of Category "A" and some Category "D" projects, costs reflected below are always construction costs and are NOT engineering fees.
If your firm was responsible for the entire engineering-design of the project, then the Entrant's Portion of the Total Construction Budget amount and the Entrant's
Portion of Total Construction Actual Cost amount will be the same as the Total Construction Budget amount and Total Construction Actual Cost amount.

ABOUT THIS PROJECT
Project Name: Brandenburg Park Shoreline Restoration
Category: G - Water Resources
Project Location: City: Chesterfield State: Michigan Country: United States
What state/MO (member organization) is sponsoring this submission?: ACEC/Michigan
What was the Entrant's Role in the project: Prime

Completion/Use Dates:

Scheduled: 3/30/21

Construction Costs:
Total Project Budgeted:

$1,485,805.00

Entrant's Portion of Total Project Budgeted:

$1,485,805.00

May 15, 2021
(Substantial
completion),
Actual: September 15,
2021
(Groundbreaking
ceremony)
Total Project Actual: $1,400,000.00
Entrant's Portion of Total Project
$1,400,000.00
Actual:

Was Qualifications-Based Selection (QBS) design procurement used?: Yes
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ABOUT THE FIRM(S) SUBMITTING THE PROJECT
Entering Firm(s): OHM Advisors
Firm Representative: Valerie Novaes
Address (no P.O. Box): 34000 Plymouth Road
Phone: (734) 466-4567

City: Livonia

State: MI

Zip: 48150

Mobile: (248) 935-8557

Fax:

Email: valerie.novaes@ohm-advisors.com
I hereby authorize submission of this project into the American Council of Engineering Companies' 2022 Engineering Excellence Awards
competition.
Senior Executive/Principal: James Stevens

Title: Vice President of Engineering

Address (no P.O. Box): 2365 Pontiac Road, Suite 201
Phone: (248) 751-3102

City: Auburn Hills

State: MI

Mobile: (248) 396-8939

Zip: 48326
Fax:

Email: james.stevens@ohm-advisors.com
I hereby authorize submission of this project into the American Council of Engineering Companies' 2022 Engineering Excellence Awards
competition.
Senior Executive/Principal: John DeSlippe

Title: Practice Leader - Ecological Services

Address (no P.O. Box): 34000 Plymouth Road
Phone: (734) 466-4565

City: Livonia

State: MI

Mobile: (248) 979-3543

Zip: 48150
Fax:

Email: john.deslippe@ohm-advisors.com
Date:
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ABOUT THE CLIENT/OWNER(S) OF THE PROJECT
Client/Owner: Chesterfield Township

I believe the work of the engineer meets the intended uses and expectations for the project and hereby grant permission to enter
this project in the ACEC 2022 Engineering Excellence Awards competition, and authorize publication of its outstanding features,
unique aspects, or innovations. I confirm that the project was substantially completed and ready for use between Sunday,
November 1, 2020 and Sunday, October 31, 2021.
Owner Representative: Josh Sonnenberg
Address (no P.O. Box): 52216 Sierra Drive

City: Chesterfield

Phone: (586) 305-8550

Mobile:

State: MI

Zip: 48047
Fax:

Email: jsonnenberg@chesterfield.org
Date:
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Brandenburg Park Shoreline and Habitat Restoration – Water Resources

Brandenburg Park Shoreline and Habitat Restoration
1 Role of the Entrant’s Firm in the Project:
Environmental engineering, engineering design, structural evaluation, ADA compliance, public engagement,
survey, state and federal regulatory compliance

2 Role of other consultants participating in the project:
LimnoTech (hydrodynamic circulation model) and Natural Community Services (pre- and post-construction
monitoring)

3 Brief description of the entrant’s contribution to the project
addressing each of the following judging criteria:

Before

Located on the shore of Lake St. Clair’s Anchor
Bay, the 17-acre Brandenburg Park is an important
regional fishing destination, boat launch, and
recreational facility for its surrounding communities.
It’s also an ecologically significant habitat for fish
and wildlife in the region. Yet the park’s failing
seawall was hampering these important community
and environmental assets. The soils behind the
structure were eroding, impacting the natural habitat
and reducing safe access for park users. Through
collaboration with the Great Lakes Commission;
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration;
the Michigan Department of Environment, Great
Lakes, and Energy; and the Michigan Department
of Natural Resources, the Charter Township of
Chesterfield partnered with OHM Advisors to both
rehabilitate 740 feet of the shoreline and restore the
aquatic habitat at Brandenburg Park.
a.) Uniqueness and/or innovative
application of new or existing
techniques
This project offered a chance to not only address the
failing seawall and improve the natural environment
but also to create a true regional water access and
recreation destination. Rather than simply replacing
the seawall, OHM Advisors designed an innovative
plan that replaced the hardened structure with
bioengineered shoreline stabilization methods and
habitat structures.

After

The solution includes the installation of lowprofile, offshore rocky shoal structures to reduce
wave energy and provide calmer water along the
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shoreline. The addition of offshore shoals also
supports vegetation establishment and serves
as an important spawning, nursery, and foraging
habitat for a variety of game fishes and waterfowl
food sources. Tree rootwads anchored to the
shoals, dredged areas of varying water depth
lined with heterogenous gravel, and rock piles
further enhance the habitat for a variety of bird,
herpetofauna, and fish species. The solution also
included the construction of rock sills along 200
feet of shoreline to create wetland pockets and
increase plant diversity and habitat complexity.
In addition to removing the seawall, softening the
shoreline, and improving the habitat, the project
transformed the aesthetics of the area with the
installation of submergent, emergent, transitional,
and upland plantings.
b.) Future value to the engineering or
surveying profession and enhanced
public awareness / enthusiasm of the
role of the engineer or surveyor
This highly visible project enhances the public’s
awareness of engineering and serves as an
effective case study for the engineering profession.
Throughout the project process, the Charter
Township of Chesterfield and OHM Advisors
engaged the community, educating them about the
area’s importance and building excitement about
the solution.

Future value to the profession | With an interest
in sharing best practices on projects across
the Great Lakes region, the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, Great Lakes
Commission, Michigan Department of Environment,
Great Lakes and Energy, and Department of
Natural Resources will also use the project as an
innovative way to address shoreline and resiliency
challenges. In addition, the multidisciplinary project
is a prime example of an effective partnership
between team members and funding agencies.
“During the beginning, middle, and end of the
project, OHM Advisors brought augmented reality
headsets and 3D renderings that helped the public
visualize the entire finished product,” said Josh
Sonnenberg, Operations & Facilities Director,
Charter Township of Chesterfield. “Based on the
success of the approach, we’ll continue to use
these tools for future projects. In addition to helping
us achieve buy-in for the project, the tools helped
us share details with other communities looking for
ways to help their stakeholders understand what
they are doing and why.”
Enhanced public awareness | By its very nature,
the completed project helps build the public’s
enthusiasm about water resources. From hosting
the Southeast Michigan Council of Governments’
summer meetup to fostering collaborations
with local schools and youth organizations, the

A walking path provides safe access to the water and adds visual interest. Temporary fencing protects the growing habitat while
informative signage educates the public.
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Brandenburg Park shoreline provides an inspiring
and educational setting for the community. The
improvements attract visitors to the site and
increase their awareness of its importance through
planned, informative signage featuring graphics
provided by OHM Advisors.
“The Girl Scouts recently took a tour and
loved learning about the ecology of the area,”
Sonnenberg said. “That’s just one example of what
we wanted to get out of the project and what we’ll
continue to promote.”

opportunities and improved aesthetics of the area
support positive economic outcomes. Brandenburg
Park’s public boat launch attracts boating and
fishing enthusiasts from all over the region. While
pedestrians and cyclists can access the area for
free, the Township receives revenue from visitors
traveling by vehicle. The shoreline and habitat
restoration creates a unique destination and serves
as a catalyst for future improvements that will bring
even more people to Brandenburg Park.

c.) Social, economic, and sustainable
development considerations
The transformation of the Brandenburg Park
shoreline and habitat provides a range of
social, economic, and sustainable benefits to its
community.
Social considerations | By creating a more
gradual, visual transition from the shoreline to the
water, the restoration project greatly enhances
safety. In addition to improving safe access to the
waterline, the increased connectivity creates a
place for community members to come together
and enjoy recreational opportunities.
A new multi-use path connects to Brandenburg
Park’s existing 500-foot pier—one of only a few in
metro Detroit from which individuals can fish and
view wildlife. A launch area provides kayakers and
canoers with easy access to the water. And—by
increasing the quantity of game fish species—the
improved habitat enhances the experiences for
people who fish there, whether it be for recreation
or as a food source.
“Before this project, no one walked by the
shoreline—they would look at it and keep moving,”
Sonnenberg said. “One creative solution was
turning the construction access road into a multiuse path, and we see people biking and walking
on it throughout the day. Steppingstones and other
new features bring people to the waters’ edge and
enhances the experience for park visitors.”
Economic considerations | In addition to
providing social benefits, the increased recreation

Offshore shoals serve as an important spawning, nursery, and
foraging habitat for a variety of game fishes and waterfowl food
sources.

Sustainable considerations | The Brandenburg
Park shoreline and habitat restoration replaces
a resistant, hardened structure with a resilient
solution. While resistant approaches are designed
to withstand forces of nature, they weaken over
time and eventually fail. Yet resilient strategies
create a framework that allows the shoreline
to rebound through fluctuating conditions. The
approach creates a host of benefits for the ecology
and long-term sustainability of Brandenburg Park
and Lake St. Clair.
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The construction of the seawall had created an
abrupt division between the aquatic habitat and
the upland habitat. Today, the softened shoreline
creates not only submerged and upland vegetation
but an emergent, transitionary zone. The zone
allows for increased habitat complexity and
biodiversity of plants and wildlife while allowing
semi-aquatic animals to make their way in and
out of the water. The diversity of native plants also
supports pollinators that contribute to the food web.
Prior to the project, the fish population in
Brandenburg Park was declining relative to the rest
of Lake St. Clair. The habitat improvements are a
significant strategy in bringing the fish population
back to this portion of the lake and extending their
lifecycle. By promoting the growth of submerged
aquatic and emergent vegetation, the offshore
shoals serve as an important spawning, nursery,
and foraging habitat for a variety of game fishes
and waterfowl food sources. In addition, the
vegetation increases the amount of dissolved
oxygen released into the water—a critical
component for maintaining aquatic life.
The shore is in the corner of a bay, and waves hit
the shoreline from every direction, in both parallel
and perpendicular approaches. The quantity and
placement of the offshore habitat shoals address
the various directions of the currents, protecting
the shoreline from erosion and improving water

The shore is in the corner of a bay, and waves hit the shoreline
from every direction, adding complexity to the project.

quality. The emergent plants also help improve
water quality by lessening erosion and filtering
contaminants.
As extreme weather patterns continue, naturebased, bioengineered solutions will become critical
to improving the resiliency and sustainability of our
built and natural environment.
d.) Complexity
Multiple goals. Restrictions on in-water
construction. A dynamic lakeshore that experienced
extreme highs and lows in water levels (including
one of the highest on record). The setting and
scope of the Brandenburg Park shoreline and
habitat restoration was inherently challenging, and
its multiple funding sources and partners increased
its complexity.
The project’s total cost of approximately $1.4
million was funded from various levels, through
multiple layers. In support of efforts to restore
priority coastal areas around the Great Lakes
basin, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) awarded the Great Lakes
Commission (GLC) funds that originated from the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Great
Lakes Restoration Initiative. GLC then awarded the
funding to the Charter Township of Chesterfield,
which provided additional monetary support. The
project is helping achieve objectives for coastal

The seawall at Brandenburg Park was failing, eroding the
shoreline, impacting the habitat, and reducing safe access for
park visitors.
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wetland restoration and shoreline softening set by
the St. Clair-Detroit River System Initiative.
To facilitate input and coordination throughout
the project, members from the Charter Township
of Chesterfield, GLC, NOAA, OHM Advisors,
the Michigan Department of Natural Resources
Fisheries Division, and the Michigan Office of
the Great Lakes formed a project management
team that met monthly. The process also required
coordination with representatives from Michigan
Department of Environment, Great Lakes, and
Energy (EGLE); the Department of Natural
Resources and the Army Corps of Engineers, all of
whom had a say in design decisions. The number
of partners involved required considering multiple
perspectives, navigating evolving priorities, and
developing solutions that each funding agency
supported.
The nature of the project required permit approvals
from the Army Corps and EGLE, the production
and reporting of Quality Assurance Project Plans,
and coordination between the multiple entities at
the federal, state, and local levels. The Army Corps
required a hydrodynamic circulation model, which
added complexity.
“From the beginning, I wanted us to be good
stewards of donor dollars, and the request for
a hydrodynamic model could have been an
expensive undertaking,” Sonnenberg said. “OHM
took a smart approach by meeting with the
contractor to narrow the scope and working closely
with the agencies to make sure we didn’t conduct
unnecessary studies. The project came in under
budget but could have gone over if the study had
been implemented differently.”
The construction of offshore shoals also
required the Township to secure a bottomlands
conveyance—a 20-year lease from EGLE, making
the Township responsible for maintaining the
portion of the lake bottom.
e.) Successful fulfillment of owner/
client needs
The Brandenburg Park shoreline and habitat
restoration project successfully created a resilient

The quantity and placement of the offshore habitat shoals
protect the shoreline from erosion and improve water quality.

solution for 740 feet of shoreline and 1.5 acres
of nearshore habitat. In addition to successfully
fulfilling the initial need to address a failing
seawall, an enhanced environment provides
community members with enriched educational and
recreational opportunities and renewed connections
to a diverse ecosystem.
Working through a complex project complicated
by the COVID pandemic, the team completed the
project under budget, allowing funds to be applied
to other areas.
“OHM Advisors and our entire team did a great
job of bringing the project in under budget,”
Sonnenberg said. “This allows us to not only
improve the habitat, but to invest in the aesthetics
of the area.”
With visual evidence of improved habitats and
renewed interest from residents and visitors, the
project will enhance quality of life for years to
come.
“The positive feedback we get from this project
has been wonderful and the direct result of OHM
Advisors’ fantastic project team and collaborative
effort,” Sonnenberg said. “This was a one-of-akind, very challenging project, and the results could
have been very different if not for OHM Advisors’
approach to the project.”
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Photo Captions
Photo 1: The Brandenburg Park shoreline and habitat restoration project successfully created a resilient
solution for 740 feet of shoreline and 1.5 acres of nearshore habitat. In addition to fulfilling the need to
address a failing seawall, an enhanced environment provides community members with enriched
educational and recreational experiences and renewed connections to a diverse ecosystem.
Photo 2: Rather than replacing the failing seawall at Brandenburg Park, OHM Advisors designed an
innovative plan featuring resilient shoreline stabilization methods and habitat structures that improve
the biodiversity of the ecosystem.
Photo 3: The quantity and placement of offshore habitat shoals help protect the shoreline from erosion
and improve water quality.
Photo 4: A launch area provides kayakers and canoers with easy access to the water, enhancing
recreational opportunities.
Photo 5: Further enhancing the experience of park visitors, the project’s construction access road was
converted into a multiuse path. Steppingstones and other new features foster connectivity with the
shoreline.
Photo 6: Graphics provided by OHM Advisors helped build public awareness and excitement about the
project.

BRANDENBURG PARK
SHORELINE
RESTORATION
CHESTERFIELD TOWNSHIP, MICHIGAN

1.

CHALLENGE
Located on the shore of Lake St. Clair’s Anchor Bay,
the seawall at Brandenburg Park was failing. The
eroding shoreline was affecting the habitat and
water quality while reducing safe access for visitors
of the fishing, boating, and recreation destination.
Through collaboration with the Great Lakes
Commission; National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration; the Michigan Department of
Environment, Great Lakes, and Energy; and the
Michigan Department of Natural Resources, the
Charter Township of Chesterfield partnered with
OHM Advisors to rehabilitate 740 feet of the
shoreline and restore the park’s aquatic habitat.
SOLUTION
The project offered the opportunity to not only
improve the natural environment but also to
improve the aesthetics of the area, creating a
true regional destination. Overcoming a variety
of complexities ranging from the challenges of inwater to significant coordination among multiple
agencies, OHM Advisors designed an innovative,
resilient plan that replaced the hardened structure
with bioengineered shoreline stabilization methods
and habitat structures.

2.

4.

RESULTS
The resulting transformation of the Brandenburg
Park shoreline calms the waters of Anchor
Bay and introduces vegetation that supports a
variety of wildlife. Community members benefit
from increased recreational and educational
opportunities and renewed connections to the
diverse ecosystem.
5.

Chesterfield Township | Chesterfield, Michigan
OHM Advisors | Livonia, Michigan

3.
1. The quantity and placement of the offshore
habitat shoals protect the shoreline from erosion
and improve water quality.
2. The seawall at Brandenburg Park was failing,
eroding the shoreline, impacting the habitat, and
reducing safe access for park visitors.
3. The shore is in the corner of a bay, and waves
hit the shoreline from every direction, adding
complexity to the project.
4. Rock sills create wetland pockets and increase
plant diversity and habitat complexity.
5. A new kayak launch attracts visitors to the park.
6. A walking path provides safe access to the
water and adds visual interest. Temporary fencing
protects the growing habitat while informative
signage educates the public.

6.

Brandenburg Park Shoreline Restoration

PRESENTATION SCRIPT

Located on the shore of Lake St. Clair’s Anchor Bay, the seawall at Brandenburg Park was failing. The
shoreline was eroding, impacting the habitat and reducing safe access for park visitors. Through
collaboration with state, regional, and national agencies, the Charter Township of Chesterfield partnered
with OHM Advisors to rehabilitate the shoreline and restore the habitat. The resilient solution replaced the
seawall with offshore and shoreline structures that calm the waters and introduce vegetation that supports
a variety of fish and wildlife. The result provides community members with increased recreational and
educational opportunities and renewed connections to the diverse ecosystem.
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BROCHURE TEXT

The Brandenburg Park shoreline and habitat restoration project introduced resilient solutions that
addressed a failing seawall while increasing the diversity of the shoreline habitat. The result provides
community members with increased recreational and educational opportunities and renewed connections
to an improved, diverse ecosystem.
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